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CLAS UNCLASSIFIED 
CLAS UNCLASSIFIED 
AFSN TB3005120092C 
FROM FBIS LONDON UK 
SUBJ TAKEALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 29 Kay 92 
Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 GLOBAL 
2 1 anon previewing july meeting of G-7 leaders in munich, noting assistance 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

to former soviet states to be central topic for discussion. (rpt enginter 
281110, item 2 on 28 may list) (portuguese 282000 jap 281300) 
2 aleksandr pogodin on arms trade summit in washington, noting that 
stockpiling of arms breed mistrust between nations, giving middle east as 
an example where saudi arabia is largest customer and united states 
largest supplier, noting that arms trade brings in vital foreign currency 
for russia who have stated their readiness to cooperate with other 
countries to seek ways to reduce tensions resulting from arms trade. (3.5 
min: spanla 2200 polish 1500 mand 09000) 
3 director of inter-training association (vladimir sukherev), on 
international forum re world and russian economy, noting that russian 
objectives were achieved during this international event. (3 min: 
portbraz 2300) 
4 anon on slav culture congress held recently in moscow, citing brazilian 
slav giving her impressions of this event. (5-4 min: portbraz 2200 spanla 
2300) 
5 valentin mashkin on significance of forthcoming un conference on 
environment/development to be held in rio de janeiro. (4 min: spanla 
2300) 
6 leonid levchenko on issues raised during rio EC foreign ministers 
meeting in santiago which concluded today, noting that commercial ties 
between two continents will not become stronger while EC continues to 
implement protectionist measures. (4 min: spanla 2200) 
7 report on 28 may moscow press conference given by russian military 
official, on principles of developing relations with foreign countries. 
(3 min: mand 0400 0600) 

9 8 advertisement for Y-890 light aircraft. (2 min: jap 281300) 
10 9 "mirror". (rpt czech/slovak 261700, item 7 on 27 may list) 

(czech/slovak 281700) 
11 10 "problems, events, figures": anon on joint struggle by cis republics 

against smuggling of narcotics (4 min); anon on recent dialogue between 
russia and lithuania (4 min); anon on former soviet army soldier who was 
pow in afghanistan (rpt korean 280800, segment item 6 on 28 may list); 
anon on close economic ties among cis republics (rpt korean 280800, 
segment item 6 on 28 may list). (korean 0800) 

12 11 "good evening china": anon on economic reforms in russia (4 min); 
(bogodin) on washington meeting of five nuclear power devoted to 
restraining arms trade (4 min); review of 28 may edition of izvestiya (3 
min). (mand 1200) 

13 DISARM 
14 12 vladislav kozyakov on possible u.s. offer to russia to take part in 

global anti-missile defence system, noting that this bush initiative is 
response to moscow's move earlier this year for joint effort by russia, 
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u.s. and other countries to create anti-missile defence for protection of 
world community from possible nuclear attack. (3 min sent: enginter 1710 
2010) 

15 13 alekseyev on nuclear testing limitation talks, explaining russia's 
current stance on complete banning of nuclear tests, hoping that u.s. will 
follow suit. (4 min: jap 280900) 

16 UNITED STATES 
17 14 itar-tass intvw with yuriy petrov, head of russian presidents office of 

administration currently on working visit to united states, aimed at 
preparing ground for yeltsin's forthcoming official visit during june. 
(450 text sent: tasse 1155) 

18 TB3005120092TAKBl 
19 15 russian banker (viktor yakunin) on meeting of u.s. and russian 

businessmen held recently in moscow. (3 min: spanla 2200 portbraz 2200) 
20 AMERICAS 
21 16 viktor de ruga on opening of mexico meeting on inter-action council, 

founded by former latin american presidents and foreign ministers. (3 
min: spanla 2200) 

22 17 yuriy gromov acknowledges letters from brazilian listeners. (3.5 min: 
portbraz 2200) 

23 18 anselmo septiem on informal meeting at colombian embassy in moscow, 
during which colombian ambassador's wife delighted guests with songs. (3 
min: spanla 2300) 

24 19 "latin america in focus": cuban ambassador jose ramon balaguer opining 
on latin american handicrafts fair taking place at nicaraguan embassy. (3 
min: spanla 2200 2300) 

25 NATO/VEST EUROPE 
26 20 anatoliy potapov on NATO meeting taking place in brussels, detailing 

discussions held and conclusions reached. (rpt enginter 281710, item 19 
on 28 may list) (portuguese 282000) 

27 21 yevgeniy krishkin on preparations underway in helsinki for CSCE 
conference in july, noting that many aspects are seen as being outdated, 
also mentioning russian plan to reduce number of subject events among 
other measures. (4-3 min: spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 polish 1500) 

28 22 itar-tass carr aleksandr surikov helsinki dispatch on today's sitting 
of CSCE conference dealing with security issues, during which russian 
delegation representative criticized NATO's approach toward geographical 
zone of application of confidence building and security measures. (310 
text sent: tasse 1553) 

29 23 russian state secretary gennadiy burbulis 29 may remarks to journalists 
following his meeting with EEC president jacques delors in moscow. (250 
text sent: tassr 1447 tasse 1551; brief: enginter 1800 1900 2000) 

30 24 russian foreign minister andrey kozyrev 29 may remarks following his 
meeting with EEC president jacques delors, during which discussions 
focused on russia's relations with Ee. (150 text sent: tasse 1817 tassr 
1710; brief sent: rossii 1400) 

31 25 itar-tass interview with russian first deputy premier yegor gaydar on 
eve of his visit to kareliya, finland, noting that aim of visit is to hold 
negotiations with finnish delegations on problems of bilateral economic 
coop. (90 text: tasse 0533) 

32 26 report on 29 may rome press conference given by cis naval commander 
vladimir chernavin during an official visit at invitation of italian 
defence ministry, noting that cis military presence in mediterranean sea 
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has been reduced to minimum but can be increased if need arises. (330 
text sent: tasse 1428; brief: enginter 1800 1900 2000) 

33 27 fernando sanchez report on seville on development of industrial fair, 
describing stands of various countries. (3 min: spanla 2200) 

34 AFRICA 
35 28 "africa as we see it": aleksandr mikhaylov on talks in abuja between 

sudan's govt and insurgents, noting an end to conflict is doubtful even 
before meeting begins, recalling postponement of meeting and that it was 
not attended by most sudanese reps, outlining topics discussed and noting 
that self-determination of south is biggest stumbling block, quoting 
sudanese govt statement stressing opposition to such independence (4.5 
min); anon on forthcoming visit of de klerk to moscow and st petersburg 1 
jun, noting media agmt that visit indicates both countries have changed 
radically, freeing themselves from past dogmas, mentioning media also 
forecast anc reactions to visit noting terms are being coordinated for 
mandela's visit to mosow and quoting mandela on restoration of diplomatic 
relations between two countries (3.5 min). (engaf 1530) 

36 29 anon on political situation in angola since conclusion of peace treaty 
there last year. (4 min: kor 0800) 

37 30 chernukha on first anniversary of angolan peace accord signed 31 may 
1991. (rpt afrikaans 281700, item 26 on 28 may list) (mand 0900) 

38 TB3005120192TAKE2 
39 31 intvw with head africa section in russian ministry of foreign affairs 

on his views concerning forthcoming visit by south african president de 
klerk's visit to moscow, noting south africa has always experienced 
problems but that president de klerk's efforts to bring about change are 
welcomed, stressing de klerk's visit signals beginning of healthy 
relations between two countries and will give rise to healthy dialogue. 
(3 min: afrikaans 1700) 

40 32 tass corr (sergey koliv) johannesburg dispatch on forthcoming visit by 
president de klerk to moscow, an event described as impossible a year ago, 
quoting prof philip nel, wellknown political science figure, that visit 
proves that russia and south africa have become totally new countries, 
following major changes in both countries, quoting south african newspaper 
reports on de klerk's planned visit and concluding with a quote by anc 
president nelson mandela on democracy. (4 min: afrikaans 1700) 

41 MIDEAST 
42 33 aleksandr pogodin summing up progress to date in mideast peace process. 

(rpt enginter 281110, item 28 on 28 may list) (portuguese 282000) 
43 34 aleksey zlatorunskiy on increasing tension in israel, recalling recent 

violent incidents in occupied territories, maintaining most of israelis 
with peace and concluding that now that palestinians have made decisive 
steps towards peace israelis must do the same. (5 min: frenchinter 
281600) 

44 35 "window on arab world": aleksandr timoshkin roundup of reports on 
lisbon meeting within arab-israeli peace process; israeli air strikes 
against southern lebanon; escalation of bloody violence in occupied 
territories; sudanese peace talks with rebels. (arabic 1500) 

45 36 intvw with lebanese ambassador to moscow on situation caused by israeli 
aggression, maintaining israel is launching concentrated raids on south 
lebanon claiming that it does that to strike at saboteurs. (3 min, sent: 
arabic 1300) 

46 37 "mailbag for magreb listeners": reviewing listeners' letters and 
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reception reports. (16 min, incl music: frenchinter 281600) 
47 38 russian foreign ministry statement on successful visit to moscow by 

turkish premier suleyman demirel. (280 text sent: tassr 0818 tasse 0944) 
48 SOUTH ASIA 
49 39 anon kabul dispatch on political situation in afghanistan. (rpt 

enginter 281110, item 39 on 28 may list) (portuguese 282000) 
50 40 anon on afghan leaderhip's efforts to improve relations with 

neighboring countries incl cis, pakistan. (4 min: kor 0800) 
51 41 anon on situation in afghanistan, where people are concerned at 

differences amongst mojahedin leaders on issues like general elections and 
transfer of power from mojahedin to rabbani, following hekmatyar agreement 
which has become cause of confrontation among various afghan groups. (4 
min: urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100) 

52 42 intvw with russian journalist/scholar (aleksandr sokhoparov), on 
prospects of relations between moscow and kabul in aftermath of kozyrev's 
recent visit to afghanistan, noting that both russia and new afghan 
leadership are interested in establishing neighborly relations. (6 min: 
dari 1400) 

53 43 rustam golunin islamabad dispatch expressing regret at postponement of 
indian-pakistan secretary level talks, following diplomatic row and 
accusations about pakistan's support for kashmir militants, expressing 
hope that two countries wil resume negotiations at later date. (4 min: 
urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100) 

54 44 review of listeners letters. (rpt hind 221100, item 46 on 22 may list) 
(hind 1100) 

55 CHINA 
56 45 "wang xiao half-hour": named acad of russian acad of natl sciences on 

issues concerning settlement of former sov troops to be demobilized in 
coming years (3 min); roundup world media on chi, incl world reactions to 
chi's nuk test in xinjiang, quoting yomuiri shimbun on jiang zemin 
promoting deng xiaoping's reform policies and predicts zhu rongji may 
become next chi premier, quoting mainichi shimbun on chen yun's 
activities, others (6 min). (21.5 min overall: mand 1000) 

57 46 youth program": education official on educ problems following 
disintegration of ussr; report on training of chi-language personnel in 
vladivostok far east univ, univ's coop with chi counterparts; commercial 
on agent of russian tractor factory introducting factory's products to chi 
listeners, barter trade accepted, tel and fax no and address for contact 
given; others. (22.5 min: mand 0900) 

58 TB3005120292TAKE3 
59 47 anon on current situation in cambodia. (3 min: viet 1300) 
60 ASIA/PACIFIC 
61 48 "focus on asia and pacific": yuriy kostin on delays in producing result 

of phillipines' elections, recalling allegations of vote rigging, defeat 
of imelda marcos and fight against corruption which was main feature of 
this election campaign (3 min); anon on current situation in afghanistan 
which has become calmer apparently due to result of an agreement reached 
between hekmatyar and masoud, although mojadeddi has disagreed with them 
that elections could come within six months (3 min); summary ekho planety 
deli corr article on decision by india to ban tamil tigers following its 
recent history of attacks, including assassination of rajiv gandhi, noting 
that they have an extensive network in india but once outlawed they should 
be vulnerable to sri lankan forces (3 min); anon on an attack against 
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russian naval vessel in pacific on 24 may, which was apparently misguided 
pirate attack (2 min); summary 'ekho planety' delhi corr dispatch on 
current indian attitudes to britain, noting value and acceptance of 
traditions and experience (3 min). (enginter 0810) 

62 49 "focus on asia": inc1 summary moscow-based weekly on indian \ 
government's stern measure against illegal leftist group named tigers (5 
min); anon on meeting of researchers of ufo's recently held in beijing (5 
min). (kor 1000) 

63 SO "asian affairs": report on indian govt outlawing tamil tigers; drug 
trafficking in central asia; viet economist in izvestiya on relations 
between moscow, beijing, hanoi. (15-10 min: mand 0600 0400) 

64 51 interview with (nagizla gardsova, leading member of intI organization 
for dialogue and coop with asia-pacific region, on russian view of events 
in burma. (rpt thai 271200, item 58 on 27 may list) (indo 1200 thai 1200 
burm 1300 camb 1100) 

65 52 russian foreign ministry info/press dept issuing statement by russian 
foreign minister pavel grachev on situation re russian forces in kurile 
islands. (200 text sent: tassr 1434) 

66 53 anon on current vote counting in philippine elections. (3 min: viet 
1100) 

67 54 anon on russian ship coming under fire from unidentified ship in 
phillippine waters on 13 may, which is believed to have been perpetrated 
by pirate vessel. (4-3 min: burm 1300 kor 0800) 

68 EAST EUROPE 
69 55 anon on breaching of cease-fire between north/south ossetia, noting 

that opposition groups particularly those in support of gamsakhurdia have 
been blamed for continuing instability. (3.5 min: enginter 1110 1410 
spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 arabic 1300 greek 1900 polish 1500) 

70 56 itar-tass corr kazis uscila vilnius dispatch on tense situation in 
lithuania and its parliament, citing press conference given by lithuanian 
supsov chairman stankiavicius who represents interests and views of 
parliamentary extreme right-wing deputies. (360 text sent: tasse 1642) 

71 57 sergey sayanko on conclusion of british premier john major's tour of 
poland, czechoslovakia and hungary, during which he gave. assurances that 
britain would do everything in its power to promote three countries entry 
into EEC. (3 min: enginter 1710 2010) 

72 58 interview with bulat okudzava. (5 min: polish 1500) 
73 59 aleksandr shakhin on move by world community towards sanctions against 

serbia in yugoslav crisis, noting that Ee has agreed on oil sanctions and 
even u.s. is ready to take resolute stand, briefly quoting kozyrev during 
his recent visit that general sanctions against serbia will not be 
sufficient. (4-3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 portbraz 
2200 arabic 1300 polish 1500 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100) 

74 MILITARY 
75 60 summary krasnaya zvezda interview with c-in-c joint cis armed forces 

yevgeniy shaposhnikov, noting importance of ridding army of political 
influence, however it is still more important to save it from involvement 
in all types of ethnic conflicts. (cov pmu) (230 text sent: tasse 0907; 
brief: enginter 1100 1200 1300 1400 hind 1100 indo 1200) 

76 61 anon on research for manufacturing fast ships for crossing oceans as 
example of transferring military industries into civilian ones. (rpt 
arabic 281500, item 69 on 28 may list) (arabic 1300) 

77 TB3005120392TAKE4 
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78 62 "businessmen's club": program devoted to transfer of munitioins 
industry to non-military industry in cis. (24 min: korean 1200) 

79 SCIENCE 
80 63 "science and engineering": boris belitskiy on moscow meeting on 

communications, attended by representatives from u.s state department and 
communication ministries of cis member states, suggesting that success of 
these scientific/commercial discussions should facilitate an international 
information ring throughout russian territory, citing russian 
communications minister vladimir bulgak describing construction of global 
digital communication ring based on fiber optics which will require 
relaxation of COCOM restrictions (5 min); question time; boris belitskiy 
explains that yuriy romanenko's space endurance record has been surpassed 
by manarov, describing activities and experiments being carried out by 
current MIR crew, which includes growing ginseng and saffron (7.5 min); 
belitskiy discusses information on aftermath of chernobyl disaster, citing 
study carried out by institute of sociology at belarussian academy of 
sciences on this region where 2,2000,000 people live on land affected by 
radiation, noting emergence of sub culture group shaped by certain 
understanding of radioactivity and its effects (6.5 min). (enginter 0610) 

81 NKAO 
82 64 itar-tass corr andrey naryshkin on 27 may order issued by azerbaijan 

defense ministry, to dissolve and disarm all militarized units. (c/r 
tasse 281023, item 108 on 28 may list) (brief: frenchinter 281600 
czech/slovak 281700) 

83 MOLDOVAN SITUATION 
84 65 vitaliy gurov providing background to dispute between russia and 

moldova over dnestr region. (rpt enginter 281110, item 113 on 28 may 
list) (portuguese 282000) 

85 66 russian foreign ministry announcment on agreement to hold meeting of 
russian federation and moldovan foreign ministers in june, to discuss 
withdrawal of troops. (brief: spanla 2200 2300 portbraz 2200 2300) 

86 67 reports on 29 may moscow press conference given by maj-general nikolay 
stolyarov, chairman of committee for work with personnel at cis joint 
armed forces, giving details of casualties in dnestr region. (400 text 
sent: tasse 1917; 1.5 min sent: rossii 1900) 

87 68 anon on relatively calm situation in left bank regions of moldova, 
where hostilities between moldovan police and armed units of breakaway 
dnestr republic have continued over past three months, noting that dnestr 
congress of representatives is to hold meeting in tiraspol on may 30 to 
discuss regions socio-political situation. (31P text sent: tasse 1308) 

88 RUSSIA 
89 69 russian vice president aleksandr rutskoy address to 28 may russian 

supsov session on situation in south ossetia. (c/r mayak 281511, item 83 
on 28 may list) (brief: portuguese 282000) 

90 70 running summary 29 may russian supsov session, chaired by khasbulatov, 
mityukov, mbr of commission on legislation speaks about amendments to 
russian law on court system (one min), continues with account of debates 
on amendments and those adopted quoting various speakers, khasbulatov 
reads out decree proposing that 12 june be declared a state holiday in 
russia, which is adopted, grachev addresses session on russian military 
equipment in georgian hands (9 min, sent), pototsov speaks about 
yesterday'S program "the hot summer of russian diplomacy", session ends. 
(30 min, excerpts sent: rtv 1825) 
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91 71 summaries russian defense minister pavel grachev address to 29 may 
supsov concerning russian military equipment in georgian hands. (c/r rtv 
1825, above). (4.5 min, sent: mayak 1430; 3 min, sent: enginter 1110 1410 
1710 2010 spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 polish 1500; 150 text sent: tassr 1532 
tasse 1553; 1.5 min: rtv 1900; brief: tv 1700 enginter 2100 2200) 

92 72 olga vasilenko report on session of russian supsov, highlighting debate 
on socio-economic situation in russia. (4 min, sent: mayak 0900) 

93 73 vaailenko report on proceedings of russian supsov session, reviewing 
topics discussed, quoting remarks by khasbulatov claiming there will be no 
reform with this government, this central bank board or these ministers 
(brief). (5 min, excerpt sent: mayak 1030) 

94 TB3005120492TAKE5 
95 74 anon on news conference held by presidents of two chambers of russian 

supsov during which they reacted to proposal to dissolve russian chamber 
of deputies. (5 min: portbraz 2200 polish 1500) 

96 75 ~ummary rossiskiye vesti intvw with russian defense minister pavel 
grachev on mobile defense to form basis of russia's army, need for agmt on 
civilized withdrawal of russian troops from baltic states. (cov pmu) (500 
text: tasse 1217) 

97 76 kozyrev remarks at moscow meeting of russian foreign ministry 
officials. (c/r tassr 281415, item 89 on 28 may list) (brief: portuguese 
282000) 

98 77 summary andrey kozyrev press conference remarks at briefing held in 
russian foreign ministry press center, in which he discussed yeltsin's 
upcoming trip to u.s. and u.s. sanctions re space. (c/r tassr 281415, 
item 89 on 28 may list) (4 min, sent: mayak 0240; brief: kor 0800) 

99 78 yeltsin's remarks to journalists in arrival at ulan-ude airport. (c/r 
tv 280800, item 80 on 28 may list) (1.5 min: mand 0900 1000; brief: 
enginter 1100) 

100 79 report on yeltsin meeting with reps of local administration and public 
of altay kray in barnaul, briefly quoting interfax agency report on 
yeltsin statement. (c/r rossii 271600, item 95 on 27 may list) (1.5 min: 
kor 0800 jap 280900; brief: enginter 0700 0800 frenchinter 281600 
portuguese 282000 czech/slovak 281700) 

101 80 tass special corr ulan-ude dispatch on yeltsin's remarks to buryat 
farmers (100 words), latter he visited resident of central spiritual admin 
of buddhists in russia, during which he had a conversation with zhamyan 
shagdarov, number two in hierarchy of russian buddhists. (200 text sent: 
tasse 0809 tassr 0858; 2-1 min: urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 indo 1200 
thai 1200 burm 1300 viet 1100 1300 camb 1100) 

102 81 aleksey subbotin/sergey trofimov ulan-ude dispatch on yeltsin signing 
agmt with leadership of buryatiy, quoting yeltsin remarks after signing 
ceremony (50 words. (100 text sent: tassr 1015 tasse 1204; brief: 
enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 spanla 2200 
2300 portbraz 2200 2300 polish 1500) 

103 82 report on second day yeltsin's visit to buryatiya, giving account of 
visit to residence of central theological dept of russian buddhists, 
quoting yeltsin remarks on occasion (80 words). (one min, sent: mayak 
0800) 

104 83 reports on yeltsin remarks to journalists before leaving buryat airport 
on conclusion of his visit. (1.5 min, sent: rossii 1400) 

105 84 oganesov report on ending of yeltsin's visit to buryatia where he met 
farmers, buddhist monks and BAM leadership, quoting yeltsin remarks prior 
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to departure (50 words). (3 min, sent: tv 1400) 
106 85 shakhkov video report on yeltsin return to moscow after visit to 

buryatiya, quoting yeltsin remarks prior to departure from buryat airport, 
on land referendum. (1.5 min, sent: rtv 1900) 

107 86 vasiliy titov kursk dispatch on rutskoy arrival remarks to inhabitants 
of city of kursk. (120 text: tasse 1223) 

108 87 intvw with ruslan khasbulatov on his arrival in kaliningrad. (one min, 
sent: rtv 1600 tv 1700) 

109 99 gennadiy sablin report on khasbulatov's 3-day working visit to 
kaliningrad, noting kaliningraders associate his arrival with their hopes 
of changing lobast's status as a free economic zone, which today is in 
effect a russian enclave in center of europe, quoting khasbulatov that 
attempts to hold various referenda at present time are anti-ppl and 
anti-constitutional (brief). (1.5 min: rossii 2000) 

110 89 valeriy biryukov kaliningrad dispatch on khasbulatov's visit, giving 
account of his visit to primorskiy agri firm, incl fisheries' sector, 
quoting khasbulatov remarks recognizing problems with inconsistencies in 
financial, credit and econ policy of govt and need to introduce urgent 
amendments to it, also touching upon idea of creating yantar free economic 
zone in kaliningrad oblast (one min). (400 text: tassr 2113) 

111 90 vyacheslav solovyev on yeltsin's remarks re possible referendum on 
congress of ppl's deputies, which was reiterated during his visit to 
siberia. (rpt persian 281330, item 79 on 28 may list) (jap 281300) 

112 TB3005120592TAKE6 
113 91 anon on postponement of constitution court session on yeltsin decrees 

outlawing communist party. (3.5 min: jap 280900) 
114 92 anon on stmt by russian parliamentary cmtee mbr (oleg konyasev) on 

russian court hearing re constitutional question of presidential decree 
banning activities of comparty. (rpt burm 281300, item 92 on 29 may list) 
(camb 1100 indo 1200 thai 1200 burm 1300) 

115 93 summary komsomolskaya pravda intvw with ex-president mikhail gorbachev 
criticizing russian government performance on reforms. (cov pmu) (rpt 
tassr 292315, item 93 on 28 may list) (tasse 0940) 

116 94 igor zotov, editor nezavisimaya gazeta giving profile of chechen 
president dudayev. (35 min: tv 1225) 

117 95 recorded intvw with aleksander titkin, russian industry minister, on 
prospects for industrial revival. (7 min, sent: rtv 1445) 

118 96 anon on conntroversial government-announced energy price increases in 
russia, with trade union comment. (4 min: polish 1500) 

119 97 anon intvw granted in france with (vyacheslav truvnikov), dpty director 
russian secret service abroad, on service's current task. (c/r tasse 
291210, item 96 on 28 may list) (3.5 min: portbraz 2300 arabic 1500 kor 
0800) 

120 98 intvw with (konstantin boroyev), founder of russian stock exchange, who 
decided to leave business in order to create a political party that 
represents businessmen. (14.5 min: portbraz 2300) 

121 99 intvw with russian ppl's dpty yuriy afanasyev on complex situation in 
country following collapse of communism and dangers to newly established 
democracy. (12 min: greek 1900) 

122 LIFE IN CIS 
123 100 vitally gurov on expected signing of friendship/cooperation treaty by 

yeltsin and uzbekistan president karimov, briefly quoting yeltsin's recent 
rzeczpospolita interview on need to show maximal flexibility in combining 
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interests of all republics, which underlines russian-kazakh treaty and 
which is expected to be framework of russian-uzbek treaty. (6-3 min: 
enginter 110 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 2300 arabic 1300 
afrikaans 1700 greek 1900 polish 1500 thai 1200 burm 1300 beng 1000 urdu 
1000 hind 1100 korean 1000 viet 1100 mand 0900) 

124 101 aleksandr peslyak interview with kyrgyzstan president, on recent 
natural calamaties in kyrgyzstan, state of republican economy and 
relations with russia. (c/r rtv 281830, item 119 on 28 may list) (360 
text sent: tasse 0910) 

125 102 statement by kyrgyzstan president askar akayev at bishkek neeting with 
workers of kyrgyzavtomash factory, stressing that basis for cis states is 
common army and coordinated economic policy. (brief sent: rossii 0800) 

126 103 interview with ukrainian ambassador in moscow, devoted to relations 
with russia. (6 min: greek 1900) 

127 104 uzbekistan president islam karimov 29 may remarks on arrival in moscow 
for an official visit, expressing confidence that cis is indispensable for 
everyone attempting to extricate themselves from current crisis. (180 
text sent: tasse 1839 tassr 1640) 

128 105 interview with russian banker on cis/u.s. businessmen's recent 
cooperation meeting in moscow. (3 min: polish 1500) 

129 106 anon on fight against drugs mafia in former soviet union, citing press 
conference at russian interior ministry on this issue. (3 min: polish 
1500) 

130 107 anon on russian youth who converted to islam. (4 min: dari 1400) 
131 108 "update": review of press citing izvestiya entitled 'george bush sees 

aid to russia as critical to american and global interests; nezavisimaya 
gazeta focuses on performance of russian foreign intelligence service, 
citing its deputy chief; rabochaya tribuna interview with an economist; 
komsomolskaya pravda intvw with former soviet president gorbachev; 
krasnaya zvezda interview with russian armed forces c-in-c shaposhnikov 
(3.5 min); viktor yeniyekev detailing forthcoming visit to moscow by 
delegation of u.s. businessmen led by richard nixon, under auspices of 
u.s. fund for democracy and development based in washington (3.5 min); 
report on news conference sponsored by chairman of both chambers of 
russian parliament ryabov and abdulatipov, reSUlting from new attacks on 
bodies of power, briefly quoting yeltsin's komsomolskaya pravda interview 
(3.5 min); anon on campaign underway in moscow to collect 1,000,000 
signatures needed for russia'S new constitution to be put up for national 
referendum, describing two draft constitution blueprints, briefly quoting 
shakhray and rumuyantsev on this issue (3 min). (enginter 1810) 

132 109 "in world of culture": featuring interview with writer anatoly 
pristavkin. (12 min: portuguese 282000) 

133 TB3OO5120692TAKE7 
134 110 "talk of day program": russian defense minister on withdrawal of 

former soviet troops from baltic republics (3 min); anon on news 
conference by two russian parliamentary leaders, calling for disbandment 
of parliament (4 min); anon on forum of social workers re minority 
nationalities in russia (3 min). (~and 1000) 

135 111 "youth program": interview with dean of ,college of medicine in moscow 
university, introducing his college (4 min); anon on recent large scale 
dance party in moscow in presence of famous russian singer (5 min); anon 
on need to safeguard social welfare for former soviet soldiers who have to 
leave army following implementation of arms reduction (4 min). (korean 
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